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ABSTRACT
Biochemists, molecular biologists, and biophysicists, when confronted
with the exquisite matching of natural organisms to their environment,
have generally interpreted the properties of proteins as resulting from
adaptation. Conversely, since 1962, evolutionary theory has been
emphasizing the stochastic nature of neutral evolution and random drift.
It is actually possible to explain many of the seemingly adaptive
features of proteins as resulting through neutral evolution. In this paper,
we use a simple computational model to demonstrate how marginal
stability as well as the robustness of proteins to site mutations can be
explained by neutral evolution of populations.

INTRODUCTION

If we were to analyse a computer looking only at its constituent parts, we might be able to

characterize the physical properties of the case, the chemical properties of the circuit boards,

and the ferromagnetic properties of the rotating disks. We would, however, be unable to

understand why the components were the way they are, and thus would have trouble

understanding how they worked together to give the collective behaviour observed with

computers. This is because we had ignored the functional description, the discussion of the role

and purpose for each of these components. This functional definition is appropriate because the

computer is a result of a design process, where teams of engineers have created the computer as

a tool for specific purposes, and the components reflect their use in these tasks. Conversely, it

would be quite difficult to analyse the workings of a computer without any information about

the physical, chemical, etc., properties of the components. 
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We could not understand how the various parts of the tasks were organized or implemented

without knowing the opportunities, constraints, and limitations of the materials and processes

available to the engineers. An understanding of a modern computer then requires both a

description of the properties of the components in the context of the roles for which the

computer was designed.

There has not been a corresponding 'design process' for living systems, no teams of engineers

that have drawn schematics for how the cell should be constructed. Yet there is an overarching

biological process that in some ways can resemble engineering design. This is, of course, the

process of evolution, where living systems are evaluated based on their ability to survive and

reproduce, with the 'winners' continuing into the next round. For this reason, we can ask 'why'

questions: what is the 'reason' for the existence of an organ, tissue, cell, enzyme, etc.

Understanding how these components have developed so as to contribute to survival and

reproduction can give us many insights into their role and purpose, and how they work together

to fulfil the required tasks. We cannot neglect, however, the opportunities, constraints, and

limitations imposed on the process of evolution based on the physical and chemical properties

of the components. By looking at biological systems in this evolutionary context, we can

combine these two perspectives: understanding how evolution adapts the various components

to the needs of survival and reproduction, while being constrained by the (constantly changing)

properties of these components. This is in some ways the essence of the Chemical Theatre of

Biological Systems: how the chemical properties of molecular systems determine the biological

properties of living systems, while the biological process of evolution underlies the resulting

chemical properties of the biological components.

It is important to keep in mind how evolution differs from engineering design. While

randomness occurs in engineering work (a designer reads an inspiring article in a magazine

found in the train), it is a central and indispensable aspect of evolution. Evolution can only work

with the raw materials placed in its hands, the variations that occur at each generation, variations

that result from the stochastic chemical reactions that produce site mutations and the random

process of recombination, gene conversion, chromosome sorting, etc. All of this is constrained

by the need for each intermediate individual to be capable of reproduction, for there to be an

acceptable path from one genotype to another, viable at every point in between. 
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Selection, the mechanism, which governs the number of offspring an individual contributes to

the next generation, is also extremely fickle. Favourable mutations can be eliminated,

deleterious mutations can become fixed.

It is impossible to look at living systems without being amazed at the efficiency and power of

evolution, how exquisitely well adapted such systems are. As a result, evolutionary thinking has

often concentrated on the role of 'positive adaptation', the process by which increasingly fit

members of the population are generated and selected embodied by the phrase, 'survival of the

fittest'. There are dangers to neglecting evolutions' stochastic nature, that we can fall into what

Gould calls the 'Panglossian paradigm', analysing how all is for the best in this 'best of all

possible worlds' [1]. In contrast to the models that emphasize the role of adaptation, the 'neutral

theory' developed in the 1960s [2-4] focuses on the consequences of the random processes of

variation and drift. According to this theory, while an adaptive mutation is more likely to be

accepted in a population, all but a small fraction of mutations are deleterious or neutral, all with

corresponding probabilities of acceptance. As a result, most accepted changes are actually

neutral or slightly deleterious. The stochastic nature of these changes does not preclude the

derivation of important principles and concepts, any more than the stochastic nature of the

motion of gas particles invalidates the ideal gas law. We need to use a different type of thinking,

of looking at the evolutionary equivalents for concepts such as entropy. While evolutionary

biology has been debating the importance and consequences of adaptation and neutral drift,

biochemistry and molecular biology has generally analysed biological systems in terms of a

purely adaptionist model. Little has been done looking at the role of neutral drift in determining

the nature of biological systems at a molecular level.

In this paper I look at how proteins can be considered in an evolutionary context, in particular,

in how much can be explained by the process of neutral evolution. While obviously adaptation

occurs, such a perspective offers a number of advantages. Firstly, because neutral drift is always

taking place, a demonstration that a characteristic of proteins can result from neutral drift

provides evidence that neutral evolution is a sufficient explanation, and is in fact a more

parsimonious explanation, that should only be rejected when it is shown to be clearly

inadequate. Secondly, considering neutral drift protects us against the 'Panglossian paradigm'.

Thirdly, failure to be able to explain a phenomenon based on neutral evolution highlights those

aspects that may require an adaptionist explanation. And lastly, such a perspective helps to

remind us that evolution is not an optimization procedure. 
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Populations change and vary according to stochastic, discrete differential equations oblivious to

any terms such as 'fitness'. There is no teleological underpinning to biological evolution except

that imposed by the observer for their own intellectual convenience, or our psychological need

to imagine ourselves at the peak of perfection in some space.

Proteins are a convenient choice for such investigations, in that they span a simplified form of

the genotype/phenotype divide. Evolution involves the changing of the sequential information

contained in the genotype as represented by the composition of biomolecules, generally DNA.

Selection, however, acts on the resulting phenotypic traits representing the interpretation of the

genotype through the process of development. Proteins can be characterized by their amino acid

sequence (a close reflection of the genotype), as well as by their physical and chemical

properties, a simplified form of phenotype. In this way they can provide insight into the

evolution of higher organizational forms. In addition, proteins are important and interesting in

their own right. They are involved in essentially every biological process, are basic to

understanding all of these processes at a molecular level, and form the targets of most

pharmaceutical products. Altered, 'engineered' proteins have the potential to fulfil many

different tasks for us. Various aspects of proteins form the basis for many pathological

conditions. Many processes involving proteins (such as protein folding) are still poorly

understood.

Proteins are still extremely complicated. They are large molecules which involve a number of

different types of atoms and functional groups, interacting with solvent, membranes, ions, etc.

They have many characteristics, including structural, functional, kinetic and thermodynamic

properties. They exist in a complicated biological context. To analyse the general principles of

a realistic model of protein evolution is beyond our capabilities. One approach is to use realistic

models but to focus our attention to more manageable properties of specific proteins in specific

situations. Alternatively, we can use highly simplified models, restricting our inquiries to

questions for which these models are appropriate, making all possible connections with

experimental observations. We choose the latter approach here. In particular, we represent

proteins as two-dimensional lattice models. We focus our attention on the stability of proteins,

both to thermal fluctuations and mutations. 
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MODELS

The model used for these calculations involves a) the model of the evolving proteins, and b) the

model used for the evolutionary behaviour, explicitly including population effects.

Models of the Proteins

Figure 1 shows the model of the protein used. Proteins are represented as 25 residue

polypeptides confined to a 5 × 5 square lattice, where each residue occupies one lattice point. 

The 1081 possible conformations for the

protein represent all self-avoiding walks

through the lattice, not counting rotations,

reflections and inversions. The two-

dimensional lattice is obviously a highly

simplified representation, and would be

inappropriate for dynamics studies (where

the set of conformations are generally non-

ergodic, depending upon the move-set [5])

but this model does allow us to have a

reasonable surface-to-volume ratio with a

moderately-sized protein.

The energy E(S,C) of a given sequence S in

conformation C is a pairwise contact energy, given by

where  γ (Ai,Aj)  is the interaction energy between the amino acid types located at locations i and

j in the sequence (such as between the serine and threonine in the upper-left corner of the protein

shown in Fig. 1) and ui,j, is 1 if residues i and j are in contact (that is, are not covalently

connected but are on nearest neighbouring lattice points), and zero otherwise. We used the

values of γ (Ai,Aj)  calculated by Miyazawa and Jernigan based on their statistical analysis of a

database of known protein structures [6]. These interaction terms represent 'potentials of mean

force' that implicitly include the interaction of the residues with the solvent.

Figure 1. Model of lattice protein.
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We assume, based on earlier work, that the conformation of lowest energy represents the native

state Cns [7]. The probability Pns that a protein at equilibrium at temperature T would be in this

state is

where the lower sum is over all conformations. This allows us to compute ∆Gfolding

The interaction parameters are in kcal/mol, so all free energies are in these units.

Modelling Population Evolution

Population dynamics form a central element in the evolutionary process. In particular, it is the

fact that populations are finite (and much smaller than, for instance, Avogadro's number) that

introduces the large stochastic element. For these reasons, we include such dynamics in our

simulations. In general, we start with a population of identical protein sequences. Given a

specified average mutation rate, we select the number of mutations in each particular generation

with the approximate Poisson distribution. These residues as well as the proteins in which they

belong are selected at random, and each amino acid is changed at random to one of the other 19.

The various properties of the resulting proteins are computed, including the ground state and the

thermal stability. We then eliminate 'non-viable' sequences, the sequences that fail to meet some

appropriately chosen selection criterion, such as minimum acceptable thermostability. In order

to represent the random process or reproduction, we choose new sequences at random from the

set of surviving sequences from the previous generation, with replacement, until we have the

same number of sequences as we had initially. This represents the population at the next

generation. The population size remains fixed during the simulation.
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RESULTS

Protein Thermostability

It has been long noted that proteins are marginally stable, with stabilities (-∆Gfolding) typically

observed of around 10 kcal/mol. The most general explanation for this effect is that proteins

have evolved to be marginally stable, that marginally stable proteins are more 'fit', that marginal

stability represents an adaptation. A number of different reasons have been given why marginal

stability would be advantageous. For instance, protein functionality might require a degree of

flexibility incompatible with high stability [8,9] Alternatively, protein flexibility would

destabilize ligand binding, allowing greater control and better abilities to modulate the affinity

through mutation, post-translational modification, or other slight changes in chemical properties

[10-12]. Finally, marginal stability might increase the ability to degrade proteins, an important

aspect of cellular control. An alternative explanation for the observed marginal stability is that

this involves 'optimization given constraints', that proteins have to fulfil so many other selective

criteria involving functionality, rigidity, solubility, etc., that proteins can only increase their

stability to a certain point without compromising these other factors. This second explanation

is also adaptionist in nature, but emphasizes the more complicated nature of fitness, and that all

components to the fitness cannot be independently optimized.

Both of these explanations - that proteins that are marginally stable are more fit, or that stability

is optimised given constraints - are adaptionist in nature. What would occur during neutral

evolution, where neither of these mechanisms is active? To answer this question, we modelled

a population of 3000 sequences, collecting data for 30,000 generations following an initial

30,000 generations for equilibration ('burn-in') [13]. The mutation rate was maintained at a rate

of 0.2% mutations per protein per generation. Proteins were considered viable if they were

'adequately' stable, that is, with a ∆G of folding ∆Gfolding less than some 'critical' ∆Gcrit.

The results for ∆Gcrit = 0 is shown in Fig. 2A. There are many extremely stable sequences that

can be obtained through hill-climbing methods, but the evolutionary runs generally result in

marginally-stable proteins. In these simulations, there were no constraints placed on the

optimization, nor were there any advantages to marginal stability. Proteins are naturally

marginally stable because the vast number of viable sequences (∆Gfolding < ∆Gcrit) is marginally

stable (∆Gfolding ≈ ∆Gcrit). 
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This can be seen by comparison with the distribution observed for random sequences with

∆Gfolding < ∆Gcrit, also shown in Fig. 2A. Again, the vast proportion of such sequences has

∆Gfolding ≈ ∆Gcrit. This is because they represent the extreme tail of a broader distribution of

random stabilities, as shown in Fig. 2B.

Figure 2. A) Distribution of stabilities observed for the proteins resulting from population dynamics with ∆Gfolding
< ∆Gcrit = 0 (solid line), compared with the distribution for randomly selected proteins, also with ∆Gfolding < 0
(dashed line). B) The overall distribution of stabilities of random proteins.

One way to make intuitive sense of these results is to consider the abstract space of all possible

sequences, represented  in Fig. 3. This space is extremely high-dimensional  (as many

dimensions as the length of the sequences), but also extremely sparse (only 20 points along each

dimension). The vast majority of this space consists of non-viable sequences, sequences that

would not fold or would not be stable in any given fold. There are sequences in various regions

of the space, shown in grey, which would be able to fold into one of a number of possible

structures. One aspect of high dimensional spaces is the surface to volume ratio: the fraction of

the volume of a hypersphere of dimension n and radius r occupied by a thin shell of radius δr

goes as  , meaning that for a 100-dimensional space (corresponding to a 100-residue

protein), 99% of the sequence volume would be in the outer 1% of the hypersphere. If the region

inside the hypersphere represents viable proteins - foldable and stable - and the region outside

the hypersphere represents non-viable proteins - unfoldable and unstable - this suggests that the

vast majority of viable proteins are barely viable. 

r
rn δ
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This is purely the result of the high dimensionality of the sequence space, assuming that the

viability is slowly varying (so regions on the edge of the viable region are barely viable), and

that the regions in sequence space corresponding to viable proteins form relatively compact

objects. 

Figure 3. Representation of the space of all possible sequences.

In situations such as these, if the vast majority of viable protein sequences are marginally stable,

there is no need to propose other evolutionary mechanisms (such as adaptation) to account for

this observation in biological proteins. Neutral evolution is a sufficient, and therefore more

parsimonious, explanation. In this case, the tendency for proteins to be marginally stable

represents 'sequence entropy': in a random walk, the majority of sequences visited will mirror

the location of the majority of random viable sequences. Sequence entropy can drive proteins

towards marginal stability.

It has been observed that proteins that have modified in order to increase their thermostability

sometimes display lower than native function [14-17]. Does this indicate that proteins have

evolved for marginal stability in order to increase function? Firstly, the result is controversial.

But even if the observation were correct and general, we can still analyse it through the

Panglossian paradigm. According to Professor Pangloss, a character in Voltaire's Candide, 

"…our nose was made to carry spectacles, so we have spectacles. 
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Legs were clearly intended for breeches, and we wear them." [18]. 

Removing our noses would greatly affect our ability to wear spectacles. Yet it still does not

provide any evidence that this is actually what our noses are 'for'. Or to use another analogy,

globular proteins have evolved to function in the aqueous environment of the cytosol. One with

less understanding of evolutionary biology might incorrectly conclude that our cytosol is

aqueous in order to provide the best environment for globular proteins. And to provide more

evidence for this claim, they might note that these proteins do not function well in non-aqueous

environments. But of course proteins have evolved in a certain context, and changing this

context can change the ability of the proteins to function, regardless of whether the context

preceded the protein evolution. Proteins evolved in the context of a highly-dimensional

sequence space where marginal stability is most likely, and the various properties that emerged

during evolution were compatible with this context.

We can see this more directly in an evolutionary competition between different sets of proteins

[13]. Consider three different types of proteins, which fulfil the same function through three

different mechanisms. One type of protein can function if it has high stability (∆Gfolding < -2),

one type of protein requires moderate stability to function (-2 < ∆Gfolding < -1), and the third

type requires marginal stability (-1 < ∆Gfolding < 0). A highly stable protein of the first type has

identical fitness to a moderately stable protein of the second type, which has the identical fitness

as a marginally stable protein of the third type. Any protein that mutated into a sequence with a

value of ∆Gfolding not within its functional range would be considered non-viable and eliminated

from the simulation, as described above. Three different populations, one of each type, were

allowed to equilibrate separately, and then mixed together in a single evolutionary run. In 24 out

of 25 runs, the proteins that required marginal stability to function dominated the population by

the end. (One time the protein type that required moderate stability became dominant,

emphasizing the stochastic nature of evolution.) This was not because there was any positive

selection, or any selective advantage at all for the proteins that required marginal stability. It was

just that the functionality arose that was most consistent with the type of proteins that are formed

naturally during the runs, those that were marginally stable. In the non-intuitive world of

evolution, proteins evolved to require marginal stability because they were naturally marginally

stable!
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Again, it is important to emphasize that these simulations do not demonstrate that marginal

stability results from neutral evolution. Only that it would result from neutral evolution, this is

the most parsimonious explanation, and there is no need to look for an alternative explanation.

The observation of marginal stability does not provide any evidence for any selective pressure

for marginal stability.

Evolutionary Robustness

An alternative method to analyse the tendency for our evolutionary model to favour functional

mechanisms consistent with marginal stability is to consider the role of mutational robustness.

Fitness is related to the number of viable offspring likely in the next generation. A fully viable

protein that requires high stability is quite likely to have mutated offspring that do not have the

requisite stability. Proteins with marginal stability are more likely to have their mutated

offspring having the marginal stability that they need for function. Proteins with functions that

require high stability wander in a much more treacherous fitness landscape.

This can be seen directly in what has been described as 'the survival of the flattest' [19].

Consider a set of random protein sequences. For each sequence, we can calculate its initial

stability, which we will refer to as ∆Gwt. We can also look at random mutations of this 'wild

type' sequence. In general mutations will change the stability. Figure 4 shows the probability

that a mutation is destabilizing, that is, ∆∆Gfolding > 0 [20]. 

Figure 4. Probability a site mutation is destabilising as a function of the initial stability, for evolved proteins 
(∆Gcrit = 0, solid line) compared with random proteins (dashed line).
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We now look at a similar quantity for the proteins that result from population dynamics, where

the proteins have evolved so that they survive only if ∆Gfolding < 0. If we take these sequences

and make new, random mutations, we find that the probability of a destabilizing mutation, for

a given value of ∆Gwt, is much lower. This means that two sequences with identical values of

∆Gfolding, possibly the same structure, one derived from a population simulation, the other

chosen at random, can have vastly different responses to site mutations.

Figure 5. Distribution of changes in stability (∆∆G) for evolved proteins (black lines; ∆Gcrit = 0 (short dashes), -
1 (long dashes), and -2 (solid)), compared with the distribution for random proteins (grey lines; ∆Gfolding < 0 (short
dashes), -1 (long dashes), and -2 (solid)).

Figure 5 demonstrates this robustness in a different manner. In this figure, we show the

distribution of ∆∆G values for random sequences (chosen with ∆Gfolding < 0, -1, and -2),

compared with the corresponding distribution for evolved sequences (evolved with ∆Gcrit = 0,

-1, and -2). For the random sequences, the more stable they are, the more destabilizing the

average mutation. In fact, for every unit of increased initial stability, there is about an extra unit

decrease in stability resulting from a random mutation. Conversely, for evolved sequences, the

more stable the proteins, the more likely it is that the mutation will have little or no effect on the

stability! Again, population dynamics work with evolution in order to select sequences that have

fit offspring, that is, have robustness to mutations.
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An alternative perspective can be obtained by considering the work of Eigen on biomolecular

evolution [21]. Individuals do not evolve; populations do, representing a distribution of

genotypes and their resultant phenotypes, what Eigen called a 'pseudospecies'. This distribution

is maintained by the centrifugal nature of mutations. Rather than considering the fitness of a

single wild-type sequence, we need to consider the averaged fitness over the entire distribution.

A lower, flatter region of the fitness landscape might actually have a higher average fitness than

a higher, more sharply peaked region. The population dynamics result in the selection for a

network of related sequences that share a general level of fitness, and thus are robust to

mutations through this network.

This perceived robustness of proteins to substitutions has been observed experimentally. For

instance, Reddy et al., catalogued a wide range of mutations, observing that approximately 25%

actually increased thermal stability [22].

CONCLUSION

In contrast to the general tendency for biochemists and molecular biologists to imagine

evolution as a march up the fitness landscape to higher and higher levels, modern evolutionary

biology has emphasized the importance of evolution's stochastic nature, and the consequences

of neutral evolution. While biochemists and molecular biologists are likely to try to explain an

observed characteristic of living systems by asking how it serves to increase the fitness of those

that possess it, many of these properties can be explained by neutral drift interacting with

population dynamics. In this manner, sequence entropy - the number of sequences with a given

characteristic - becomes important. Sequence entropy has been used to explain why some

substructures and structures are over-represented in biological proteins [23-27] why proteins

might fold to the structure of lowest free energy [7] and in work summarized here, why proteins

are naturally marginally stable [13,28] and robust to site mutations [20].

One consequence of this perspective relates to the opportunities available in protein

engineering. The work described above makes the prediction that biologically-derived proteins

would be distinct from random sequences with similar properties by being especially robust to

mutations. This suggests that it would be possible to modify naturally-occurring proteins to

develop novel properties, and that other important qualities - structural rigidity, thermostability,

etc. - would be maintained. 
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Conversely, the tendency of evolution to select flatter regions of the fitness landscape, ignoring

potentially higher, narrower, peaks, means that there may be higher fitness peaks available to

those who wish to find them through non-evolutionary means.
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